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Abstract

Future supercomputing resources are likely to be constructed by clustering multiple, autonomous
distributed servers, with resource access governed by agreements between the owners and users of these
servers. Such systems raise several new resource management challenges, chief amongst which is the
enforcement of agreements to ensure that user requests only receive a predetermined share of the ag-
gregate resource even when requests and resources themselves are distributed. Current solutions only
enforce such agreements at a coarse granularity, limiting their applicability for general workloads.

This paper presents an architecture for the fine-grained distributed enforcement of resource sharing
agreements. Our approach exploits a uniform abstract representation of agreements, and combines it
with efficient time-window based distributed queuing algorithms. This strategy has been implemented
in an HTTP redirector module sitting between clients and web-based servers. Our measurements verify
that our approach is low-overhead and effective: different client groups receive service commensurate
with their agreements.

1 Introduction

Future supercomputing resources are likely to be constructed by loosely clustering multiple, autonomous
distributed servers. Early evidence of this can be found in grid systems such as Globus [13] and Legion [15],
service provider “computing utilities” [1], and internet-scale networks for content distribution [2], peer-to-
peer computing [3, 4], and large-scale clustering [5, 6]. Although such systems offer scalable resources at a
low cost, they raise several new resource management challenges.

A key challenge arises from the fact that such systems span multiple organizational domains, with access
governed byresource sharing agreementsbetween owners and users of these servers. Typically, agreements
are between organizations as opposed to individuals. For example, several organizations use computing and
networking resources supplied by service providers (ISPs or ASPs) to reduce maintenance and ownership
costs. In this context, Service Level Agreements (SLA) specify, usually in measurable terms, the type and
level of services to be provided to a customer’s clients. Note that service providers can have agreements
amongst each other to form a bigger resource pool.

SLAs enable a service provider to dynamically reallocate resources, improving utilization by smoothing
out peaks in request patterns. However, despite a growing number of SLAs in current-day systems, their en-
forcement is poorly understood. Current techniques are relatively coarse-grained, typically requiring several
minutes to carry out a new allocation decision [1], which limits their applicability for general workloads. In
large part, this situation stems from the application-specific and non-uniform nature of SLA structures, the
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other consequence of which is that only end servers or gateways can handle enforcement. Such a scheme
cannot handle aggregate agreements involving requests from multiple sources that need to be forwarded to
distributed resources.

This paper describes an architecture for distributed, fine-grained enforcement of resource sharing agree-
ments. Our approach extends our previous work reported in SC’2000 [23] about an abstract and uniform
way of representing agreements using “tickets” (representing transfer of rights) issued by “currencies”; the
latter denominate tickets and have dynamically fluctuating value determined by physical system resources.
We generalize our original scheme to represent agreements involving both a lower bound (guaranteed level
of service) and an upper bound (best-effort level of service). More importantly, we take advantage of this
uniform expression to realize a distributed queuing strategy that enforces these agreements and optimizes
a global metric (such as system-wide average response time) despite client requests from multiple network
entry points. Our scheme additionally accounts for hierarchical and transitive agreement structures using a
linear-programming formulation.

We have implemented this strategy in a redirector module sitting between clients and web-based servers
accessed using HTTP, modeling a provider that has service rate agreements with its customer organiza-
tions. Based upon knowledge of the aggregate sharing agreements and server load conditions, the redirector
performs appropriate queuing of client requests (coordinated with other redirectors) so as to enforce these
agreements. Measurements using a synthetic web request generator program, WebBench [7], demonstrate
that our system can enforce agreements in a low-overhead fashion, dynamically adapting to changing server
load.

We describe in turn the ticket/currency-based expression of agreements (Section 2), their distributed
enforcement (Section 3), an evaluation of this strategy (Section 4), and related work (Section 5).

2 Expressing Resource Sharing Agreements

2.1 Agreement Structure

Agreements are contracts between principals owning resources and those wishing to use them. In this paper,
we focus onrate resourcessuch as CPU share, network bandwidth, and server transactions. Agreements
refer to the access a principalj has on principali’s resources over a time window and are modeled as
a tuple: [lbi j ,ubi j ] representing the lower bound (guaranteed reservation during overload) and an upper
bound. Agreements are interpreted dynamically: changes in a principal’s resource levels affect the amount
available to others via agreements. Extending ownership to include resources that a principal obtains via its
own agreements enables transitive flow of resources.

We are interested in the use of agreements in two contexts. In thecommunitymodel, agreements are
between participants who contribute resources for controlled use by other members. In theservice provider
model, agreements are between a provider that owns resources and customers whose clients access these
resources. Agreement enforcement must optimize different criteria in the two cases: a community-wide
metric (e.g., average response time) for the former, and service provider revenue for the latter.

2.2 Tickets and Currencies: Uniform, Abstract Representation of Agreements

Enforcement of agreements is complicated in the presence of different resource types and transitive agree-
ment chains. To permit simpler enforcement, in previous work reported at SC’2000 [23], we described how
agreements can be simply expressed using the notions oftickets(representing transfer of rights) backed
by currencies(whose values are determined by physical resources). This scheme permits expression of
sophisticated agreement structures in a uniform and abstract fashion, naturally capturing transitive chains.
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Extending our original scheme to support[lb,ub] agreements requires two types of tickets:mandatory
andoptional, and two corresponding values for each currency. Agreements between two entitiesA andB are
represented byA’s currency issuing a mandatory ticket (lower bound) and an optional ticket (the difference
between the upper and lower bounds) to supportB’s currency.

Currency A
1000

M-Ticket3
400

A-Ticket1
1000

Currency B
100

A-Ticket2
1500

1000 u/s 1500 u/s

Currency C
100

User A User B User C

O-Ticket4
200

M-Ticket5
60

O-Ticket6
40

Figure 1: Use of tickets and currencies to express sharing agreements.

Figure 1 shows a system with three users:A andB own resources with capacities of 1000 and 1500 units
respectively, which they share with each other and withC. The physical resources fund currenciesA and
B usingabsolutetickets (A-Ticket1 and A-Ticket2).A’s agreement (0.4, 0.6) withB, allowing the latter to
access between 40% and 60% of its resources is captured by a mandatory (M-Ticket3) and an optional ticket
(O-Ticket4), with face values 400 (40% of 1000, the face value of currencyA) and 200 (corresponding to the
20% difference between upper and lower bounds).B’s agreement (0.6, 1.0) withC is represented similarly.
A ticket’s real value is computed in terms of the real value of its issuing currency. For example, M-Ticket5’s
real value is 60% of the real value ofB’s currency, which in turn is 1500+1000× (400/1000) = 1900, i.e.,
1140. O-Ticket6’s real value is 1900×40/100+200×((60+40)/100) = 960, with contributions both from
the mandatory value ofB’s currency (as per its face value: 40%) as well as the latter’s optional value (as per
the upper bound: 60%+40%). A currency’s final remaining value, accounting for resources transferred out,
represents the mandatory and (additional) optional amounts of resource available to the associated principal.
In this example, these final values are (600,400) forA, (760,1100) forB, and (1140,960) forC. To explain
B’s values: 760= (1900− M-Ticket3’s value), and 1100= (900+200), where 900 is the part contributed
from B to M-Ticket5 and 200 is the optional part passed fromA via O-Ticket4. Section 3.1.1 provides
general expressions for computing real values of tickets and currencies, accounting for possible cycles in
the agreement graph.

3 Request Scheduling for Agreement Enforcement

Figure 2(left) shows our agreement enforcement architecture, which coordinates multiple redirector nodes
to schedule requests from distributed clients to servers. The ticket/currency-based scheme enables redirec-
tor nodes functionality to be oblivious to the specific resource type being accessed. Each redirector node
logically maintains a set of queues (see Figure 2(right)), one for each principal, and forwards a subset of
these requests to servers every time window to satisfy the mandatory (MCi) and optional (OCi) access rates
the principal is entitled to.

We first describe the queuing algorithms assuming a single redirector, and then extend these to multiple
redirectors distributed across a wide-area network.
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Figure 2: Agreements are enforced by coordinating multiple redirector nodes (R), which queue and forward
requests from distributed clients to servers (S) so as to satisfy aggregate resource sharing agreements.

NOTE TO REVIEWERS: In this extended abstract, we restrict ourselves to describing queuing algorithms
for the community model. The full paper will also include algorithms for the service-provider model.

3.1 Scheduling using a Single Redirector

Given an agreement graph as input, the scheduler must (1) determine per-principal mandatory and optional
service levels implied by both direct and indirect agreements; and (2) based on request pattern, decide how
to schedule each principal’s requests to optimize a global criterion.

3.1.1 Per-Principal Mandatory and Optional Access Levels

For quasi-static agreement structures, these levels can be pre-computed based on the agreement graph.
For simplicity, our description assumes a single resource type: the agreement matrix consists of elements
(lbi j ,ubi j ) representing direct agreements. Principali’s physical resources are represented by their aggregate
capacityVi .

Principal j ’s mandatory and optional access levels,MCj andOCj , are computed in terms of theflow of
mandatory and optional resources from each principali to j using a chain of at mostm tickets:

MI (m)
i j

= MI (m−1)
i j

+ (1)

Vi × ∑
1≤ k1, · · · ,km−1 ≤ n
kp 6= i, j,kq(∀p 6= q)

lbik1
lbk1k2

· · · lbkm−1 j(1−∑
k

lb jk)

OI(m)
i j

= OI(m−1)
i j

+ (2)

Vi × ∑
1≤ k1, · · · ,km−1 ≤ n
kp 6= i, j,kq(∀p 6= q)

m−1

∑
r=1

lbik1
lbk1k2

· · · lbkr−1kr
(ubkr kr+1

− lbkr kr+1
)ubkr+1kr+2

· · ·ubkm−1 j

The summation constraints ensure that there is no cycle along the transitive agreement path. Formula 1
says that mandatory resources flow along mandatory tickets (lower bound) from one currency to another:
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the(1−∑k lb jk) factor excludes the mandatory valuej passes along to others. Formula 2 is more complex,
capturing the fact that mandatory currency values contribute to mandatory resources (via mandatory tickets)
up to a particular point in the path, and thereafter to optional resources (via an optional ticket at the specific
point, and via agreement upper bounds beyond that point). Although the formulas are complicated, note that
they can be rewritten as:

MI (m)
i j

= Vi ×MT(m)
i j

and OI(m)
i j

= Vi ×OT(m)
i j

whereMT(m)
i j

andOT(m)
i j

can be pre-computed from the agreement matrix.
MCi andOCi are defined in terms of the transitive closure,MIi j andOIi j of the above expressions:

MCi = Vi −∑
k6=i

MIik + ∑
k6=i

MIki and OCi = ∑
k6=i

MIik + ∑
k6=i

OIki (3)

3.1.2 Queuing Algorithm

Knowing MCi andOCi for each principali, the queuing algorithm must determine in each time window,
what subset of theni requests ini’s queue (see Figure 2(right)) must be forwarded to the servers. This
decision should respect sharing agreements and at the same time optimize a global metric, e.g., minimize
the maximum global response time.

This optimization is formulated as a linear-programming problem. Letxi j be the number of requests
from user i’s queue that will be scheduled to userj ’s server. Our objective of minimizing global re-
sponse time is equivalent to minimizing max1≤i≤n

ni
∑k xik

, which in turn is equivalent to maximizingθ =
min1≤i≤n ∑k xik/ni . Adding additional constraints to honor agreements, we come up with the following
model:

maximize θ

subject to ∑k xik ≥ θni ∀i
∑k xki ≤Vi ∀i
MIki ≤ xik ≤MIki +OIki ∀i,k

The first constraint just restates our requirements onθ . The second prevents the scheduler from assigning
requests to useri’s server that might exceed its capacityVi . The last constraint, together with the access level
formulae 3 computed earlier, forces compliance with the agreement lower and upper bounds.1 Solving this
linear programming model, the redirector obtains the queuing schedule that maximizesθ . Although each
redirector node supports a large population of clients, the complexity of this algorithm only depends on the
number of principals, which is expected to be small.

3.2 Coordinated Scheduling Across Multiple Redirectors

The queuing strategy as discussed above is not very scalable, assuming a single redirector that sees all
requests. Our general solution extends the queuing algorithm to a distributed setting by observing that the
single-node solution can work on local redirector queues just the same as before as long as decisions about
the fraction of the queue to transmit to servers, xlocali j /nlocali , are based on global values of total queue
lengths for each principal. Note that the latter is an aggregate quantity of the system and can be computed
much more efficiently than a neighbor-wise exchange of queue statistics.

In particular, we organize the multiple redirector nodes into adynamic combining treenetwork (see
Figure 2). Several algorithms exist for dynamically overlaying trees on a set of nodes in a wide area network,

1This constraint needs to be slightly modified if the queue is not long enough, i.e.ni ≤ MCi +OCi : we discuss this in the full
paper.
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so we will not discuss this further. Redirectors at the leaves of this tree periodically send up queue length
information to their parents. An intermediate node in the tree waits for information from its children, adds
its local queue information to this, and passes on the information to its parent. When the queue length
information reaches the root, this node sends the final aggregate information down the tree, effectively using
the combining tree as a broadcast tree.

This scheme is scalable, requiring a total of 2(n−1) message transmissions (as opposed toO(n2) mes-
sages required for pair-wise exchange), however, it has the potential drawback that the computed queue
length information is only an estimate that can lag actual conditions. We do not expect the latter to pose a
practical problem as long as client request patterns do not vary dramatically over small time scales.

4 Implementation Experience

We have implemented the redirector module in the context of a clustered server system, which hosts orga-
nization web sites according to their agreements with the cluster owner. The prototype follows the structure
shown in Figure 2: HTTP requests sent out by clients are routed to a redirector, which maintains a per-
organization queue and makes scheduling decisions as discussed in Section 3. For requests that can be
dequeued, an HTTP redirection message (with server information in its “Location” header) is sent to the
client, causing it to fetch the page from the assigned server. Although this redirection doubles the number
of network round trips, the scheduling strategy itself can be easily deployed with more efficient dispatcher-
based approaches [10].

Our evaluation uses a synthetic server workload generator, WebBench [7]. All experiments use Apache
servers, 1 GHz PCs running Windows 2000 on a 100 Mbps switched network, and a WebBench configura-
tion that produces an average reply size of 6 KB (individual responses range from 200 bytes to 500 KB).
Scheduling decisions are made over 100 ms time windows.

NOTE TO REVIEWERS: The full paper will extend the results described here in two ways. First, we will
include measurements of WebBench dynamically-generated content and e-commerce workloads. Second,
the multiple redirector experiments will more precisely study the affects of out-of-date information.

4.1 Implementation 1: Explicit Queuing

Our first redirector implementation used explicit per-principal queuing: incoming requests were enqueued
and scheduled at the start of the next time window. However, we found during our measurements, that
server processing rates were not linearly increasing with increased client activity as we would have expected.
With a single client, the server saw 115 requests/second, but this number only increased to 190 with two
clients, and 230 with three.2 This behavior could not be simply explained because neither the server nor
the redirector became bottlenecks (CPU utilization stayed below 70%), and the network was underutilized
(peak bandwidth into the server was 1.4MBps).

To investigate this problem, we measured request/reply activity at the redirector by breaking down each
time window into 10 slots. Figure 3 shows these results, which explain our observed behavior. Requests are
spread over the entire time window as expected (the drop in the last slot is because the redirector is running
the linear-programming algorithm); however, almost all redirection replies are sent out in the first slot (right
after the redirector makes the allocation decision). This bursty behavior is propagated via the client-side

2Because the WebBench client cannot handle a redirection reply on its own, we added a modified Apache proxy on each client,
which affects the base request rate more than any overhead in the redirector itself.
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Figure 3: (a) Request distribution and (b) Reply distribution seen at the redirector in the explicit queuing
implementation.

proxies to the server end and does end up overloading the server, degrading performance when there are
multiple clients. Note that this behavior is not visible in the time-averaged CPU utilization at the server.

Thus, explicit queuing ends up bunching together requests that would otherwise have been spread out
over time. This could be fixed by having the redirector spread its replies over the time window; however,
this would increase queue management costs. Instead, we chose to use the implementation described below,
which avoids explicit queuing altogether.

4.2 Implementation 2: Implicit Queuing

The main idea here is for the redirector to decide, for each time window, how many requests it can allow
for each principal. The redirector still solves the linear-programming formulation, but with estimated queue
lengths as opposed to actual ones. This allows requests that fall within a principal’s quota to be immediately
forwarded, and those that fall outside to be implicitly queued by simply sending a self-redirection message
causing the client to retry. This scheme eliminates the anomalous behavior described earlier as can be seen
in Figure 4, which shows the server processing rates for different numbers of clients. The single client
number is 135, which doubles to 270 as expected with two clients. With three clients, the server saturates at
320 requests per second.

Server Capacity
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# 
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c

1 client machine
2 client machines
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Figure 4: Three client machines saturate the web server with 320 requests per second.
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4.2.1 Evaluation of Single Redirector Scheduling

Experiment 1: Sharing Agreements To verify that the queuing scheme described in Section 3 does in
fact respect sharing agreements, we set up a system involving three principals: the server owner and two
organizationsA andB. A’s requests are modeled by two WebBench client machines, while a third models
B’s requests.A’s agreement with the server is (0.2,1), whileB’s is (0.8,1). Thus, in this system,B has more
mandatory resources thanA, butA has a higher request rate. The experiment itself runs in three phases (see
Figure 5). In the first and third phases, bothA’s andB’s clients are active, while in the second phase only
A’s clients are active.

Requests for two organizations A, B
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300

350

1 21 41 61 81 101 121 141 161 181

time ( x 2 sec)

#r
eq

/s
ec

A: (0.2,1) with 2
client machines
B: (0.8,1) with 1
client machine

Figure 5: Sharing agreements are respected.B’s requests amount to less than its mandatory limit and are all
responded to, whileA’s requests use up the remaining resources.

Figure 5 shows the expected behavior: in the first phase,B’s requests from a single client (130 per
second) are all satisfied because this number is belowB’s mandatory limit of 80% of server capacity.A’s
requests take up the remainder, around 190 requests per second. In the second phase,A’s requests can use
up all of the server but are limited to 270 requests/second because of two client machines. The third phase
shows that the system is able to respond to changing request patterns:B’s requests again get serviced at the
desired rate.

Experiment 2: Optimization of a Global Metric To minimize the maximum response time for requests
across all organizations, the redirector should assign more resources to busier sites (after satisfying the
mandatory limits). To verify that the optional tickets are indeed allocated according to incoming request
rates, we focused on the first phase of the previous experiment, modifying it so that bothA and B had
agreements of (0.2,1) with the server. Server capacity was restricted to 250 requests per second to ensure
that the results are not affected by a single client’s ability to only generate 135 requests per second. Figure 6
shows the expected result:A’s requests are processed at twice the rate ofB’s requests, which optimizes
overall response time.

4.2.2 Evaluation of Multiple Redirector Scheduling

The coordinated scheduling scheme follows the structure described in Section 3. The system configuration
was changed so that it had three redirector nodes instead of our original one. Each client machine sent
its requests to a different node. As described earlier, each of the redirectors make their own scheduling
decisions based only upon aggregate load information obtained via the combining tree. Figure 7 shows the
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Figure 6: The scheduler optimizes a global response time metric by assigning more resources to organiza-
tions with higher request rates.

request processing rate obtained with multiple redirectors for the two experiments described earlier. As can
be seen, the coordinated scheme obtains very similar results.
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Figure 7: Scheduling with multiple redirectors showing that (a) sharing agreements are respected and (b)
global metrics are optimized.

Since our experiments have been conducted in a LAN setting, it is possible that our results may be
not extend to WAN settings where communication delays are likely to be longer. To model the latter, we
deliberately add delays in the combining tree, so that each redirector receives queue length information that
has a lag of 10 seconds from actual values. As before, two of the three client machines send requests for
A and the other one forB. A has an agreement (0.8, 1) with the server andB (0.2, 1). The system has two
redirectors, one that handlesA’s requests and the otherB’s. The experiment proceeds in three phases: in the
first and third phases, onlyB has requests, while in the second phase bothA andB have requests.

Figure 8 shows how network delay affects system behavior. At the start,B’s redirector does not know
the status of the rest of the system: it therefore conservatively uses only of its mandatory tickets (i.e., half
of 20% of 320) achieving a request processing rate of 30 requests/second. After about 10 seconds, when
it receives global queue length information and learns that there are no other requests, it can use all of the
server resources but is limited by the single client rate. WhenA’s requests start arriving, there is a period
of 10 seconds whereA’s andB’s requests compete for the server. However, once the information becomes
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Figure 8: The multiple redirector scheme with a 10 second network propagation delay.

available, each redirector changes its scheduling policy so that agreements are respected:B’s requests see
a processing rate of 65 per second (20% of 320), whileA’s requests are limited to 255 per second (80% of
320). Similar behavior is observed whenA’s requests stop arriving, verifying that our coordination scheme
can gracefully handle network delay.

5 Summary and Related Work

We have described an architecture for distributed, fine-grained enforcement of resource sharing agreements,
based on a generalization of our previous work [23], which provided a uniform and abstract way to rep-
resent resources and agreements. This architecture has been implemented and evaluated in the context of
web-based clustered servers. Our experiments show that our approach can enforce predetermined resource
sharing agreements with low overhead and dynamically adapt to server load changes in a responsive fashion.

Our work is closely related to four groups of previous work: large-scale resource management infrastruc-
tures, SLA enforcement in server farms, economy-based models for resource allocation, and queue-based
network QoS algorithms.

Infrastructures such as Globus [13, 14], Legion [15, 16], and Condor [17] encounter very similar prob-
lems in grid systems with respect to enforcing sharing agreements. While each of these systems has de-
veloped sophisticated techniques for expressing such agreements: resource specification language (RSL) in
Globus, Legion’s collection query language, and Condorclassads[19], an important distinction from our
work is that agreement enforcement is left to the end-points, which restricts scalability and cannot easily
support transitive agreement chains.

Current-day techniques for SLA enforcement are perhaps best exemplified in the Océano [1] system,
a “computing utility” infrastructure for multi-customer hosting on a server farm. It smoothes out peaks in
customer requests by sharing the same resources (sequentially in time) among multiple customers. However,
in large part due to non-uniform, application-specific SLA structures, Océano’s resource allocation scheme
operates at a relatively coarse granularity, requiring several minutes to carry out a new allocation decision.
An advantage of our scheme is its finer-grained enforcement, impacting the granularity at which SLAs are
specified.

Our use of tickets and currencies overlaps in its terminology with economic models for sharing dis-
tributed resources. The latter exemplified by systems such as Spawn [20], MarketNet [21], Nimrod/G [9],
and GRACE [8] work well in slow-changing systems. However, in environments where resource availability
and request patterns can change dynamically, economic models may fail to achieve competitive equilibrium
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because of dynamic perturbations of supply and demand.
Our queuing strategy builds upon the samevirtual timenotion for proportional resource sharing that has

been used in the context of network queuing algorithms [11, 22] and real-time multimedia CPU schedul-
ing [18, 12]. However, unlike the explicit queue structures in these systems, we have found an alternative
credit-based implementation more suitable to our distributed context. Another important difference is the
fact that our decisions involve a more complex agreement structure.
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